SERVICE KIT:
DATE ISSUED:

#50

May 26, 2005 Rev. A (revised 6-9-05)

SUBJECT: 802 Air Tractor Float Longeron and Float Bracket Repair
MODEL: Floated AT-802 Air Tractors
INSTRUCTIONS:
Procedures for cracks dictated by Service Letter #71 to be repaired by welding. This kit
is issued with an option A and an option B. Option A is the preferred repair,
Option B is also acceptable.
1. Remove floats.
2. Drain fuel.
3. Remove fairings and fuel selector valve.
4. Plug all hoses and fuel openings.
5. Clean and dry all fuel from the area.
6. Cut openings in fairings and fabricate new screw-on covers or use Service Kit
#51.
7. Remove Aluminum float attachment block.
8. Reshape both front and rear gussets as shown in Option A or Option B using
drawings p/n 10A02491-006 and 10A02491-005 as a pattern.
Note:
With Option A the rear gusset is completely removed.
9. Strip paint in all areas requiring welding or stress relieving.
10. Fill fuel tanks or provide other means of safety for welding near fuel tanks.
11. Fit rear sleeves into place and then trim one side of sleeve to maintain ½ inch
clearance from Tube 2 (Fig. 3, Area 1) Add sleeves (Wipaire p/n 1001536 or Air
Tractor p/n 11072) and weld onto longeron (Fig. 2, area 5).
12. If cracks were found in Area A of Figure 2 in Service Letter #71, fit front sleeves
into place (Option A, Air Tractor p/n SK574-3) and weld onto longeron.
13. If cracks are found on the ends of the attach plates (Fig. 4, area 4), cut the attach
plates back to a location over the bottom doubler on the cluster (Fig. 4, areas 1 & 4).
Re-weld attach plates to the doubler and wrap the weld around the inside ¼ to ½
inch.
14. Stress-relieve areas at ends of the gussets and welded areas.
15. Clean, prime and paint areas that have been stripped or where the paint has
been chipped or damaged.
16. Reassemble.

Accomplish all welding and stress relieving as per included instructions
from Air Tractor
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